
The procedure is discussed in the Models Starting August 1959 service manual. And being 
Mercedes, they never repeat the information twice. If you have removed all of the dash items to 
the right of the speedometer...including the lighter socket, you have only to disconnect the 
defroster nozzles, instrument cluster, heater hoses, evaporator box and A/C blower to get it done. 
The complete heater box will come out the right footwell. Then you can remove and split the 
housing to replace the blower.  
 
 
 
Subject: Re: [MBLIST] RHD Finny heater removal – NOTE: RIGHT HAND DRIVE CAR 
INSTRUCTIONS 
 Hi, I have done this on several occasions to get to seized wiper mechanisms. Once you have 
done it, you will never want to do it again.  
I don't think in your case you need to take out the right vent but you have to move it over enough 
to get the heater out, like you said. To allow this, you probably have to carefully remove the 
capillary tube from the temperature gauge. You will have to unscrew it from the cylinder head 
and thread it through to the speedo. This is definitely necessary if you remove the vent but I am 
not sure if it will be required in you case.  
 
Next, unscrew the 2 bolts that hold the handbrake to the dash. The handbrake stick can then pull 
forward a little and fold away. There may be some cables in the way too that you need to move.  
 
The radio needs to go and the vents to the rear that screw to the tranny tunnel.  
Remove the glove box, remove the left vent completely.  
Disconnect all the control cables to the heater and keep the out of the way as far as possible. 
Unbolt the heater.  
Unscrew the clamps in the engine compartment and remove the large rubber grommets around 
the pipes from the firewall. The heater will come out then.  
 
I am 100% sure that the right vent can only be removed completely when the heater is out 
already.  
I hope you have enough swear words handy and someone to pull you out from under there when 
you break your back. Good luck and keep me posted. Kind regards, Bernt Damm Cape Town  
 
 
There is a rubber grommet in the firewall for the lower pipe. Check that 
this has not fused onto the pipe and is holding it in place. I removed 
the grommet first before edging the pipe through the firewall. There are 
no attachments for the pipe other than to its hoses; one end onto the 
hose in the engine bay and the other end to the two short hoses into the 
heater valves - if it is any help, I've attached a scan of the removal 
instructions from my manual. Fig 13.25 is as if on your back with your 
head under the heater looking up. The "offending" pipe is at the bottom 
of the picture. 
 
Have you undone all of the clips holding the big plastic demister ducts 
to the side of the heater body (the whole assembly reminds me of a 
moose's head!!)? There is a top one and a lower one for each duct. Also, 
I found that the rubber seal between the unremovable duct (left one in 



your case) and the heater body had heat-perished and was binding the two 
parts. Make sure that this left duct is completely separated from the 
heater. 
 
Have you removed all the heaters attaching bolts? There are the two 
lower one's, near the lower valves, and one at the top of the heater. 
Also, undo all the control cables at the heater ends, as well as the 
cable sheaths from their clamps on the heaters front plate. 
 
Bernt Damm mentioned that there is a large rubber seal around the 
outside of the fan housing at the top of the heater which he forgot to 
replace when putting his heater back in. Mine was actually glued to the 
fan housing, so didn't cause me any problems and came out with the 
heater. But maybe, on yours, this has bound itself to the hole in the 
dash frame where the fan sticks up into the air intake. This may need 
some gentle persuation to free up if that is the case. 
 
The only other thing I can think of is that on mine, the tube from the 
footpump for the windscreen washer was getting caught up on the securing 
bracket for the top attaching bolt. I don't know if yours would have 
this tube, and if it does, it wouldn't run across the heater on a LHD 
car. 
 
 
> Around the heater, there is also some sound damping material that 
> usually seems to have come loose. You might as well glue that back in 
> place while you're at it. 
 
 
Couldn't see any in/on mine. Do you mean inside the housing or around the 
outside? 
 
> Also, don't forget to install the big round rubber gasket around the top 
> of the heater. 
> I did once and had to take it out again :-( 
 
 
Mine is glued to the fan surround, so it's stayin' right where it is!!! 
 
> If you have nothing else to do, you should also flush the heat 
> exchangers out with a hose pipe in reverse. You'll be amazed at the 
> stuff coming out of there. 
 
 
Yup! And even after the water was running clear, a good shake to swish the 
water around inside still dissoved heaps more gunk. 
 
> You can also service the 2 control valves at the bottom if they are 
> difficult to operate. 
> They should be easy to operate with one finger. 
 
 
I freed mine up some time ago by lubricating and gently working the lever 
back and forth. I guess I was lucky the valves were not badly siezed up. 
 
> PS, I did not ever remove the speaker grill to get  the heater out on 



> the RHD. 
 
Yes, probably not necessary, but I figured as how I was removing so much 
other stuff, it was easily done. It also helped me see that the heaters top 
securing bracket was hooked over the wiring loom behind the dash when it 
seemed to be stuck. 
 
 
Sorry, but my technical descriptions are not that great. 
What I meant by Demister tubes are the big plastic air funnels that conducts 
the hot air from the side of the blower up to the top of the dash - one on 
each side. These funnels have an upper and lower clip holding them to  the 
blower housing. Between the blower housing and the funnels is a rubber 
gasket/seal, which on mine had melted over the years and fused the joint, 
making it quite tedious to separate the funnels from the blower housing. 
I, too, had trouble getting the heater low enough to clear the the dash, and 
this is where I found that the bracket at the top front of the blower 
housing (for the top securing bolt) was catching on the wiring and other 
assorted dash stuff as I was trying to lower it. It was a struggle, but it 
did come out OK. I've since removed the front and back plates of the blower 
housing and found it was chock full of leaves and crap - it's a wonder the 
poor thing worked at all. These two plates are held in place by 2 upper and 
2 lower metal clips. I levered these off, unscrewed the electrical 
connection and then gently prised the plates off with a screwdriver. 
Cleaning this out in itself made all the effort worthwhile. 
Removing the cores was also rather tedious as each core has a rubber/foam 
band around it, and this had also fused to the blower housing. John Green 
suggested this can be replaced by cutting to size some similar foam from a 
rubber shop. 
After quite some flushing and shaking, the water is now running clear 
through the cores and there are no leaks. I'll take the cores to a shop to 
get them properly tested and cleaned and hope to start the task of 
reassembly soon. I'll let you know how it goes. 
 
 
108 Heater Box Refurbish 
 
 
PURPOSE: Reestablish positive control of air and water flow by cleaning, replacing seals, and checking of heat 
exchanger.  
It has been about 15 years since doing this project on my 1966 250S. I do not know for sure, but think that all W108 
chassis have essentially the same heater box and any variations found would be minor. I regret not making notes and 
taking pictures at that time. However, when the heater box is removed for replacement or repair of the blower motor 
this would be a good time to recondition the box, air control doors and the heater core.  
 
DISASSEMBLY:  
 
The box is comprised of two large halves, made of a plastic or Bakelite type material, and held together with spring 
steel 'U' shaped clips that slip over tabs, into recesses cast into the box. The airflow control doors as well as the 
attach points and hardware necessary for operation is also a part of this box. Mounted on the upper left is the blower 
motor and squirrel cage fan.  
 
Remove all the external hardware, and if concerned about reassembly, make sketches, bag and label the hardware as 
it is removed. I normally reinstall bolts, nuts, and screws loosely in their respective locations so I know exactly what 
went where.  
 



Now carefully remove all the spring 'U' clips. I believe I used a flat blade screwdriver to pry these up and then 
Channel Lock pliers over the upper edges to hold and keep from flying away. Don't know if these are available as an 
over the counter part, so if you lose or break one you may have to make a trip to a salvage yard so be careful.  
 
Separate the box halves. Note, some heater boxes had a rubber O ring like seal in a groove; others had a smooth 
mating surface. Remove the heat exchanger (heater core) from the back half. It will have old rubber seals or a 
sealing putty on the inlet / outlet tubes which may have to be scraped or cut away. This old sealing material will 
need to be completely cleaned off both the box and tubes.  
 
It would be prudent to take the heater core to a local radiator shop for an inspection, flush, cleaning and leak check 
while you clean and prepare the box. Also, the motor and squirrel cage fan should be cleaned, refurbished (including 
bearings and electrical brushes), and thoroughly checked out - preferably at a qualified electrical shop.  
 
A cleaning of the water control valve and replacement of soft goods -    O  ring seals - insure ease and freedom of 
operation. I used hi-temp plumbers grease to lubricate the O ring seal during assembly and it assists in smooth 
assembly and long-term operation. The disassembly of the water control valves was discussed in a recent THE 
STAR article do not know the specific issue.  
 
You will find years of dust, dirt, and grime built up on the heater box inside and out. Strong detergent, a stiff brush 
and water will do wonders to clean it up, make it look like new, and easy to handle during reassembly and 
installation.  
 
The airflow control doors had a foam type seal. I say had because after all these years you will be lucky to find 
much of the foam left and what is still there will fall apart when disturbed. I do not recall exactly how the air control 
doors were attached to the box, but they were removed for cleaning and installation of new seals.  
 
ASSEMBLY:  
 
Inspect all the soft goods (seals) removed and replace all that are damaged or questionable. By now the work and 
effort necessary to get this box out is quite evident, so repair or replace anything questionable. Some items may not 
be available from MB suppliers so you will have to be creative. The idea here is to close all unwanted paths for air 
to escape the box. Items like foam rubber, RTV, body joint seal (like play dough) etc. can be used, just remember 
around the inlet water tube the material could see temperatures as high as 220 F. Duck tape is not an acceptable 
item.  
 
New seal material needs to be installed on the airflow control doors. I used the thin, narrow, self-  sticking weather 

   stripping  insulating material found at Home Depot or Lowe s. Be sure it is not too thick or dense preventing the 
airflow control to close and seal properly - the foam width is not a concern. Reinstall the airflow control doors on 
the heater box in their proper location making sure they move freely and seal completely with a very light force. 
You should see 50% or less compression of the seal, more compression will put undue stress on the plastic heater 
control levers.  
 
Do a mating or fit check of the heater box halves. Look for any indication of warping or uneven contact between the 
halves. Make a note or mark any areas found not making good contact for reference at final assembly. Fit check the 
heater core into the heater box and note the penetrations and the type and amount of sealing material that will be 
required. Make one final inspection of the heater core fins for any that may have been bent over due to handling. A 
commercial fin comb or two 1-inch plastic putty knives, on either side of a bent fin, make a good straightening tool.  
 
Final installation and assembly of the heater core into the back half of the heater box using new, salvaged, or home 
made seals to duplicate the seal configuration or arrangement found on disassembly. Prepare the outer half by 
inserting new O ring or applying a very thin film of RTV to the mating surface. A slightly heavier film on any areas 

   that indicated warping. Mate the two halves and install the spring steel U  clips. Wipe any excess RTV that may 
have squeezed out after all the clips are installed. Now install the external seals over the inlet and outlet water tubes 
and verify all unwanted openings have been sealed.  
 



The installation of the blower motor and fan is the reverse of disassembly. Do not forget the large foam rubber seal 
on the fan motor that interfaces with the cowling.  
 
Note: Before installing the heater box in the vehicle insure that the area of the cowling underside, where the blower 
fan foam rubber seal mates, is clean and free of debris.  
 
When installing the heater box in the vehicle, locate the box and start the mounting hardware on the fire wall, but do 
not tighten. With the external air intake grill and filter element removed, a small hand can reach into the cowling 
opening and verify or reposition the foam rubber seal on the blower motor is properly mated to the underside of the 
cowling.  
 
Note of Caution: Duck tape is a useful item in the workshop. It should not be used anywhere on the heater box. 
Duck tape that is found at the local hardware store is of a lesser quality and should not be used where you expect 
pressure differential, heat, and long term application. Heat causes the adhesive to become soft; heat and age will 
cause the adhesive and material to become brittle, crack and fall off.  
 
Frank Mokry  
 


